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בס"ד

Illuminating Torah teachings of 
HaTzaddik Rabbeinu Yoram Michael Abargel zt"l

Based on the lectures of his son 
HaRav HaGaon Rabbeinu Israel Abargel shlita
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Korach | The Virtue of Faith and Simplicity
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3. B’Noam    
4. Bereshit  
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23. Imrei     
24. Midrash   



       


    
   
    
     
    

     

   
   
     
      
   
     
    
    
     
       

 

  
      
     
     
   
    

    
     
     

  

    
     
   
    
     
     

   
     
     
      
     
       
     
    
     
   
   
    
     

  

    
     

     
   

     
    
  

25.  
26. Michtav     
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Shabbat Times

Rabbeinu  
Tam 

Shabbat 
Ends

Candle 
LightingCity

9:43 pm9:22 pm8:13 pmNew York

9:29 pm8:56 pm7:58 pmMiami

9:21 pm8:52 pm7:50 pmLos Angeles

9:59 pm9:44 pm8:28 pmMontreal

10:15 pm9:58 pm8:44 pmToronto
9:20 pm8:23 pm7:33 pmJerusalem

Become a Partner!
For Donations:

American Friends of Netivot Inc
Account # 1504470357

Signature Bank
261 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10016

Routing # 026013576
Or Visit Our Website

Free distribution
Preserve publication sanctity 

by use of Genizah

Pathways 
 to the Heart

From the Holy Words 
of  HaRav Yoram zt"l

Media

Recognized by the iRs As A 501(c)(3)
tAx deductible oRgAnizAtion 

To keep in touch directly with 
Rabbi Israel

scan...

Korach
2nd of Tammmuz, 5782

Even if it looks as if the 
truth will cause a loss, it’s 
better to lose everything and 
remain devoted to Hashem. 
This point is essential in the 

raising of our children. 

We must also accustom 
our children to speak well 
of their friends and, G-d 
forbid, never to say anything 

bad about them.


